Scholars Place, Walton-On-Thames, Surrey, KT12 3FE

£345,000 Leasehold
We are delighted to offer this beautifully presented top floor apartment located in the popular gated development, Scholars Place.
Conveniently positioned for easy access to London with Hersham mainline station just a short walk away. This particular example has two
larger bedrooms than some of the similar flats in the cul de sac. The development is approached via secure electronically operated gates
and has a private entry phone system. The current sellers have maintained the property to a particularly high standard throughout and
briefly includes entrance hallway with large utility cupboard, bright and airy living room with twin aspect windows drawing in light in
abundance. The modern fitted kitchen has an open feel to the living room with space for a small dining table and makes the perfect space
to entertain. Both bedrooms are generous doubles, the master of which provides a modern ensuite shower room and built in wardrobe,
whilst the family bathroom offers a modern three piece suite with modern tiling. Externally the secure parking offers one allocated space
and visitors bays, all complimented with the pleasant, well maintained communal grounds with pretty shrub and flower borders. Internal
viewings are highly recommended. NO ONWARD CHAIN
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EPC B
PRIVATE GATED CUL DE SAC
MODERN ENSUITE SHOWER
TWO DOUBLE BEDROOMS
CLOSE TO STATION
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COUNCIL TAX BAND D
BEAUTIFUL MODERN KITCHEN
LUXURY BATHROOM
TOP FLOOR WITH LOFT SPACE
RESIDENTS PARKING

This plan is a representation of the property and measurements, where given, are approximate. None of the fixtures and fittings have been tested by us. These details are
thought to be materially correct but we cannot guarantee there are no error and emissions and they do not form part of any contract

